


Since 2003, Third Drawer Down 
has collaborated with the most 
influential artists of our time, 
translating their works into gift 
and home ware collections with 
an uncompromising dedication 
to artistic integrity, functionality, 
and making art accessible. 
Originally  established as a 
project producing limited edition 
artist tea towels as prints-on 
linen, Third Drawer Down has 
grown into a global business 
whose superbly crafted artist-
driven objects & souvenirs 
nurture the ecosystem of 
Museums, cultural institutions, 
and Artist Studios.
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Marina Abramovic began her 
career in the early 1970s. Active 
for over four decades, her 
work explores the relationship 
between performer and audience, 
the limits of the body, and the 
possibilities of the mind.

Marina Abramovic Institute 
(MAI) is the legacy of Serbian 
performance artist, Marina 
Abramovic. It is an organisation 
that will expand the accessibility 
of time-based work and create 
new possibilities for collaboration 
among thinkers of all fields.



INSTRUCTIONS:

With your hands, hold a glass of pure water.

Wait and look at the water.

In slow motion, bring the glass to your lips.

Drink in small sips as long as you can.

Put the glass down and repeat this activity 

throughout the day for a minimum of 21 times.

Drinking Water Glass x  
Marina Abramovic

Drinking water glass.
Size: Height 15cm x 8.8cm top diameter  
/ 5.9 x 3.46 inch.

TDDS_MA_GLASS
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Counting Rice Puzzle x  
Marina Abramovic

1000pc puzzle.
Finished size: 40.5cm x 28cm / 16 x 11 inch.

TDDS_MA_PUZZLE

INSTRUCTIONS:

Given a pile of grains, and are required to 

separate rice and lentils, counting each 

individual, tiny piece as we move it across   

the table.
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INSTRUCTIONS:

Try to remember the moment between being 

awake and falling asleep.

Remembering Pillow Case x  
Marina Abramovic

Digitally printed on 100% silk. 
Size: 73cm x 48cm. / 28.74 x 18.89 inch.
Variations can occur between final  
printed colours on textiles.

TDDS_MA_PILLOW_CASE
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Looking At Colour Scarf x  
Marina Abramovic

Screen print on 100% silk  
with hand rolled edges
Size: 110cm x 110cm / 43.30 x 43.30 inch.

TDDS_MA_SCARF

INSTRUCTIONS:

Sitting in a chair, look at one of thr primary 

colours, yellow, red or blue. 

Motionless.

In this task, the chosen hue will have a distinct 

impact on the individual experience.
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INSTRUCTIONS:

(Choice of 5 actions to complete)

Mutal Gaze

Slow Walk

Counting Rice

Looking at Colour.

The Abramovic Method T-Shirt x  
Marina Abramovic

100% Cotton. Packed with washable  
marker to tick instructions off.
Size: S /M /L /XL. 
TDDS_MA_TSHIRT_SMALL 

TDDS_MA_TSHIRT_MEDIUM 

TDDS_MA_TSHIRT_LARGE 

TDDS_MA_TSHIRT_EXTRA_LARGE
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Slow Walk Socks x  
Marina Abramovic

One size. 
Cotton / Polyester / Spandex.

TDDS_MA_SOCKS

INSTRUCTIONS:

Walk as slowly as possible. Starting with your left 

leg, complete these actions one at a time.

Lift your foot, stretch your leg forward, touch  

the ground, move.

Repeal with right leg.

Lifting, lifting, stretching, stretching, touching, 

moving.
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Everything that comes out of  
Third Drawer Down Studio bears  
the hallmarks of creative integrity  
and functionality. With aims to broaden 
the gift market we create exclusive  
items, designed to cater to both your  
store and market.

Established in 2003, our product design 
studio has designed over 450 different 
objects. We bring beauty, evocation and 
thoughtful design into your everyday 
and your budget. Our extensive range of 
homewares, accessories, stationary and 
everything in between is available in a 
plethora of leading gift, hotel, fashion  
and museum stores around the world.

We are always open to talking about 
collaborations or manufacturing needs 
that you have in the pipeline or simply 
having a chat about an idea that might  
just be taking form.

Design, licensing and distribution of 
custom products is in our blood. Visit  
our website to further explore some  
of our work.
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HEAD OFFICE: 
Third Drawer Down 
(T): +61 3 9534 4088 
(E): wholesale@thirddrawerdown.com 
(W): thirddrawerdown.com/pages/wholesale

USA HEAD OFFICE: 
Third Drawer Down USA LLC 
(T): +1 310 294 9949 
(E): wholesale@thirddrawerdown.com 
(W): thirddrawerdown.us/pages/wholesale

PRESS: 
(E): press@thirddrawerdown.com

DISTRIBUTORS: 
NORTH AMERICA 
Aesthetic Movement 
(T): +1 718 797 5750 
(E): order@aestheticmovement.com 
(W): aestheticmovement.com

EUROPE (EXCL FRANCE) 
Turnaround Gifts 
(T): +44 020 8829 3002 
(E): gifts@turnarounduk.com 
(W): turnaround-gifts.com

CHINA AND HK 
Jan Yi Jin Bei (Beijing) Culture and  
Communication Co, Ltd. 
(E): wholesale@thirddrawerdown.com

JAPAN/SOUTH KOREA 
Third Drawer Down 
(T): +61 3 9534 4088 
(E): wholesale@thirddrawerdown.com 
(W): thirddrawerdown.com/pages/wholesale

AUSTRALIA 
Third Drawer Down 
(T): +61 3 9534 4088 
(E): wholesale@thirddrawerdown.com 
(W): thirddrawerdown.com/pages/wholesale

NEW ZEALAND 
Third Drawer Down 
(T): +61 3 9534 4088 
(E): gab@thirddrawerdown.com 
(W): thirddrawerdown.com/pages/wholesale


